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New dating app LunchClick secures real dates without trivial chat and guesswork

App promises results with female-centric features and post-date feedback

Singapore, 7 April 2015 – Asia’s largest dating agency Lunch Actually Group has launched their 

latest, and most exciting service, LunchClick, a mobile dating app, that is unmatched by other 

apps. 

Lunch Actually has come a long way since its humble beginnings of a two-person start-up, to its 

current strength of 75 people across Singapore, Hong Kong, Kuala Lumpur, Penang and most 

recently Jakarta. Last year alone, the group’s cash revenue grew by more than 50% and hit a new 

revenue milestone of $5 million making it the biggest dating agency in South East Asia.

Lim recently turned her attention to the plethora of mobile dating apps, which she felt did not 

effectively match real dates.

“The market is flooded with apps which appeal to people looking for fleeting encounters or who are

merely browsing to see who’s out there. Singles who are looking for a serious relationship find it 

daunting to filter through these casual dates to look for other like-minded and genuine daters,” says

Lim.

Despite the large number of mobile dating apps around, only a handful of singles actually find a 

date. While current apps may offer the promise of possible matches, most fail to materialize as real

dates. Based on their research culled from over a decade of offline matchmaking experience, Lim 

has designed an app that matches genuine dates more effectively than other apps. Physical dates 

are also arranged in shorter time, without wasting time on trivial chats. 

LunchClick also helps protect women’s privacy, with female-friendly features which deter men from

frequent swiping or clicking ‘Like’ repeatedly, just to accumulate ‘likes’, having little regard for the 

other party’s photos and profiles. Women often are unhappy at receiving inappropriate messages 

containing sexual content, and messages from men who claim to be single when they are not.
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Jia Chin, 24, an oil broker said, “Having tried out other mobile dating apps, I am pleasantly 

surprised with LunchClick’s difference. With users only being able to access one match per day, I 

feel that my profile is not unnecessarily exposed to many guys. I also like the fact that I do not 

have to give out my mobile number to someone whom I have not met, which is something I usually

have to do when using other apps as we would usually take the conversation off the dating app to 

WhatsApp.”

Every single mobile dating app right is focused on mutual likes, followed by instant messaging after

there’s a mutual match found. Many do not realise that mutual likes and chat messaging usually do

not translate to real dates. This is because most chats die off after a few messages because 

singles get bored trying to find interesting topics to chat about. Many spend hours swiping and 

messaging each other, but are no closer to finding a date than when he or she first started.

How does one gauge the success rate of mobile dating apps? Current apps do not have any 

means to track the success rate of their users. More often than not, once the singles have made 

the connection on the mobile dating app, the matched couple will exchange contact numbers, 

leave the app and take their conversation to one of the other messaging apps such as WhatsApp 

or WeChat, which they find more convenient.

LunchClick has a post-date feedback feature, making it the only mobile dating app that captures 

after-date feedback for singles, thus helping couples gauge the success level of a date. Following 

a date, singles will be prompted to give their feedback about each other. This feedback is kept 

confidential and will not be revealed to the other party. The information will enhance a matching 

algorithm to curate more accurate matches in future.
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Unlike most of the mobile dating apps in the market that provide hundreds or thousands of profiles 

at one’s swiping pleasure, LunchClick focuses on giving users one curated match each day.  

Learning from her offline matchmaking experience, Lim says, “More is not always better. When we

have too many choices, we do not know who to choose, or who to focus on.”

LunchClick focuses on saving time for singles, by offering an accurate and secure chat format. 

Once there is a mutual like, instead of opening up a chat messaging window, the singles will be 

invited to interact through a Q&A session. They can choose from more than 100 multiple-choice 

questions which cover areas such as values, opinions, interests and aspirations. This facilitated 

and focused interaction allows the matched couple to know each other better, instead of wasting 

time on small chat which is often awkward and unproductive.
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Moses, 27, a corporate banker commented, “With other mobile dating apps, I have to spend a lot 

of time thinking of what to say next. With LunchClick’s Q&A feature, I now have more meaningful 

exchanges with matches that allow us to get to know each other faster and better, and this 

eventually translates to us going out on real dates, instead of making small talk over the app.”

To help ensure that real dates do happen, Lunch Click has a ‘propose-a-date’ feature which makes

it easy for singles to arrange to meet.

Many apps allow users to chat endlessly, without either party asking for a real date. Apps often fall 

short of getting singles to pop that question – “would you like to meet up?” Why? Because singles 

are shy, or just too afraid of rejection to make the first move!

 

With Lunch Click’s ‘propose-a-date’ feature, one to just needs to click on "ask her on a date" or 

"ask him on a date", and the user will be prompted to choose a location using the app, and suggest

several days or timings, without wasting time in further small talk. The selected match can then 

accept, re-propose, or reject.

Unfazed by possible competition from other mobile dating apps, Lim says, “LunchClick is not just 

another dating app that we came up with so that we too can have a mobile dating app. It is the 

result of many years of research. We have put all the knowledge, experience and best practices 

learned from all our various matchmaking platforms into it. We may be a newcomer to the mobile 

dating app industry but we are not new to the dating and matchmaking industry. In fact as pioneers
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in the dating industry, we know and understand the singles. We know what singles want.”

“The singles in Singapore know and trust the Lunch Actually brand. Unlike some other mobile 

dating apps that have earned the reputation of being ‘hook-up’ apps, LunchClick is a mobile dating

app made for serious daters and singles who are looking to find love.”

LunchClick is a free-to-use app. For singles who would like to accelerate their dating success on 

LunchClick, at S$99, they can hire a ‘Love Assistant’ who is like a personal assistant that will 

provide the following services: 

 Handpicked matches

 Advanced match preferences

 Dating 101 Starter Pack

 Profile analysis

 Guaranteed 1x offline date

 Moneyback guarantee

In an introductory campaign, LunchClick will sponsor the first 500 dates (ie 1000 users) who use 

the app. For this initial number of users  who successfully use the propose-a-date feature and get a

confirmed date, LunchClick will cover the cost of their meals (up to $50 for 2 people) at its partner 

restaurants.

They are: Arteastiq; Halia @ Raffles Hotel; Lawry’s The Prime Rib; OverEasy; Sacha & Sons; 

Seasons Bistro; Tanjong Beach Club; The White Rabbit; Timbre @ Gillman and Wild Honey.

LunchClick is available for download now at the Apple AppStore and Google Play.
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